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I thought we 
checked that!

I’m sure most of you who manufacture long span products with 
varied wall thickness have faced the same challenges. Incorrect 
joints or bowed walls that can cause an improper fit. It’s not much 
fun when you have a structure on site that will not go together 
properly from a joint being a half of an inch off.

PROBLEM

This should be easy 
to measure, right? Not 

always!

Do you go to the inside edge, 
the outside edge, top of the 

taper, the bottom of the taper?

what about the 
annular space?



Just the tool to prevent this situation!

A quick use visual tool for production setup and QC checks that 
can verify the correct fit every time when doing a pre-pour and 
post pour inspection. 

LINDSAY JOINT GAUGES

SOLUTION



8” wall 
Spigot 
Gauge

POST POURPRE-POUR

8” wall 
Spigot 
Gauge

* Quick set-up tool for production.
* Accurate measuring tool for QC. 

SPIGOT GAUGE



SPIGOT GAUGE

Measure box culvert bolt-
on spigots for different 
wall thicknesses with a 
quick and accurate check 
using the proper size 
measuring gauge. Place 
the gauge against the 
spigot to check for fit for 
the pre-pour check.

PRE-POUR
Eliminates guessing 

where the 
measurement should 
be taken at the curve

???



SPIGOT GAUGE

A post pour spigot check  
with the gauge ensures 
that the measurement is 
correct. 

Tight fit against 
the product

POST POUR



BELL GAUGE

8” wall 
Bell 
Gauge
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Bell 
Gauge

POST POURPRE-POUR

* Quick set-up tool for production.
* Accurate measuring tool for QC. 



BELL GAUGE

Measure a box culvert 
bell for different wall 
thicknesses quickly 
and accurately.  Do a 
pre-pour check by 
using the proper size 
gauge and place the 
gauge against the 
pallet. 

PRE POUR



BELL GAUGE

POST POUR

A post pour bell check 
is done by placing the 
gauge on the bell end 
of the box culvert 
section to check for 
fit to the gauge.

Excellent 
post pour 

tool!


